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Autumn 1B – 
Properties and 

changes of Materials 
(5/6PCMb) 

Special Effects 
Materials  

 

The British Film 

Institute (BFI) directors 

need a new team of 

special effects 

technicians for a series 

of upcoming movies. 

You will need to explore 

a range of materials to 

create the desired 

special effects and 

compile a technician’s 

guide. 

 

Properties and Changes of Materials 
ii. Compare and group together everyday materials on 

the basis of their properties, including their 
solubility and response to magnets 

iii. Know that some materials will dissolve in liquid to 
form a solution, and describe how to recover a 
substance from a solution 

iiii. Use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to decide 
how mixtures might be separated, including 
through filtering, sieving and evaporating 

ivi. Demonstrate that dissolving, mixing and changes of 
state are reversible changes 

vi. Explain that some changes result in the formation 
of new materials, and that this kind of change is not 
usually reversible, including changes associated 
with burning and the action of acid on bicarbonate 
of soda 

 
Working scientifically  

i. Planning different types of scientific enquiries to 

answer questions, including recognising and 

controlling variables where necessary 

ii. Taking measurements, using a range of scientific 
equipment, with increasing accuracy and precision, 
taking repeat readings when appropriate 

iii. Recording data and results of increasing complexity 
using scientific diagrams and labels, classification 
keys, tables, scatter graphs, bar and line graphs 

iv. Using test results to make predictions to set up 
further comparative and fair tests 

v. Reporting and presenting findings from enquiries, 
including conclusions, causal relationships and 
explanations of and degree of trust in results, in 
oral and written forms such as displays and other 
presentations 

vi. Identifying scientific evidence that has been used to 
support or refute ideas or arguments 

1. Mud, glorious mud. Dissolve into your first challenge by making an array of muddy forms, from muddy puddles to lumps of 
squidgy mud by investigating what happens when you mix various substances – you will also be asked to try and reset you 
materials for the next take. (Exploring, Fair testing, Problem solving, Classifying and identifying) 
Year 5 - Carry out investigations into the mixing and heating/cooling of solids & liquids. Use sieving, filtration, evaporation 
and changes in temp to reverse changes then record and outline methods and findings, including graphs, in the form of a 
technicians brief 
Year 6 - Plan and carry out investigations into the mixing and heating/cooling of solids & liquids. Use sieving, filtration, 
evaporation and changes in temp to reverse changes then record and outline methods and findings, including graphs, in 
the form of a technicians brief 

 
2. Sweet soluble solutions. Directors want to know all about the nature of sugar in terms of saturation points, sugar forms 
and the impact of temperature on its solubility. A large amount needs to be thrown into water and magically disappear for a 
movie scene – can you advise on the best conditions for this to occur? (Exploring, Fair testing, Problem solving, Pattern 
seeking)  
Year 5 - Plan and carry out several investigations into solubility of different sugar forms exploring different solvents and 
temperatures with support  
Year 6 - Independently plan and carry out several investigations into solubility of different sugar forms exploring different 
solvents and temperatures 
Years 5&6 - Measure volume and temperatures accurately, taking multiple readings to ensure accuracy and record 
findings in tables, graphs and diagrams  
 
3. Explosive special effects! Are you ready to make some explosive special effects? The BFI wants to know all about volcanoes 
and rockets and the best conditions for the best eruptions and take-offs. Investigate the irreversible effects of baking soda 
and vinegar as well as mixing sodium bicarbonate with water. Perfect your effects then video your own movie clip to share 
with technicians. (Exploring, Fair testing, Problem solving, Pattern seeking, Classifying and identifying) 
Year 5 - Plan and carry out investigations into how changes in variables affect reactions. Carry out investigations into how 
changes in variables affect reactions. Make observations of non-reversible chemical reactions 
Year 6 - Suggest explanations for and by-products of non-reversible chemical reactions. Plan and carry out investigations 
into how changes in variables affect reactions 
  
4.  Aging props – oxidisation & burning. Some changes in materials can’t be reversed and they can produce new materials in 
the process. Immerse yourself in the world of oxidation and burning and see how they can be used to age props. (Exploring, 
Fair testing, Problem solving, Pattern seeking, Classifying and identifying, Observing over time) 
Years 5&6 - Plan and carry out investigations into conditions needed for rusting, observing over time, recording findings 
and suggesting optimum conditions for rusting  
Years 5&6 - Calculate  a ‘rate of burning’ for a candle  

 
5. Prosthetics Wounds and Fake Blood. Have a go at making prosthetic wounds then blend up some fake blood. Can you 
come up with the best materials and combinations for the job? An exploration or reversible and irreversible mixtures and 
reactions  (Exploring, Fair testing, Problem solving, Pattern seeking, Classifying and identifying, Observing over time) 
Years 5&6 - Make sample prosthetic wounds using a materials that have been changed in some way  and make fake blood 
through selecting and mixing materials. Record and outline findings orally and visually 
 
6. The future of SFX. Learn about some chemists who have invented very useful new materials and have fun creating new 
materials. Find out about brand new materials that are still in the development phase of their life and how they could be used 
in movie special effects. (Exploring, Analysing secondary sources) 
Years 5&6 - Create their own ‘new’ gooey material 
Years 5&6 - Know about some famous materials inventors and research and record information about new materials and 
their possible uses   
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Autumn 2B – Earth 

and Space (5/6ES) 

Space! 

 

Galileo Galilei needs 

your help at The 

Roman Inquisition: he 

needs to prove that 

the Earth moves 

round the sun; that 

the moon moves 

around the Earth; and 

that the seasons and 

day & night are all a 

consequence of these 

movements. He needs 

you to provide 

experimental 

evidence, not just 

current astrological 

thinking… and he is 

running out of time! 

 

 

Earth and space 
i. Describe the movement of the Earth, and other 

planets, relative to the Sun in the solar system 
ii. Describe the movement of the Moon relative to 

the Earth 
iii. Describe the Sun, Earth and Moon as 

approximately spherical bodies 
iv. Use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to explain day 

and night and the apparent movement of the sun 
across the sky 

 

 

Working scientifically  

i. Planning different types of scientific enquiries to 
answer questions, including recognising and 
controlling variables where necessary 

ii. Taking measurements, using a range of scientific 
equipment, with increasing accuracy and precision, 
taking repeat readings when appropriate 

iii. Recording data and results of increasing 
complexity using scientific diagrams and labels, 
tables, scatter graphs, bar and line graphs 

iv. Using test results to make predictions to set up 
further comparative and fair tests 

v. Reporting and presenting findings from enquiries, 
including conclusions, causal relationships and 
explanations of and degree of trust in results, in 
oral and written forms such as displays and other 
presentations 

vi. Identifying scientific evidence that has been used 
to support or refute ideas or arguments 

1. Helio vs Geo centricity - The Roman Inquisition. Galileo Galilei, one the greatest astrologists the world has ever know, 
needs help convincing the Roman Inquisition that our solar system is heliocentric… but he needs hard evidence to present to 
The Inquisition. Can you help him?  Develop enquiry questions and suggest the ways you could go about working 
scientifically to answer them. (Problem solving, , Analysing secondary sources)  
Year 5 - Match enquiry questions and possible scientific approaches to investigate these, for a series of statements about 
the Earth, sun & moon 
Year 6 - Suggest enquiry questions and possible scientific approaches to investigate these, for a series of statements 
about the Earth, sun & moon 
Years 5&6 - Know that Galileo’s heliocentric view of the solar system was radical for its time and research the key 
facts/evidence about scientific statements about space  

 
2. Modelling the Solar System. Can you create a model of the solar system at the current time to show to The Roman 
Inquisition? Can you get your scales in order or is it all too vast? Explore the planets further and create visual and data based 
presentations for The Inquisition as well as coming up with some convincing star-gazing arguments for a heliocentric solar 
system. (Problem solving, Analysing secondary sources, Exploring) 
Year 5 – Compare images of our night sky at different times of year 
Year 6 – Compare draw conclusions from online images of our night sky at different times of year 
Years 5&6 - Use fruit to create a model of the solar system, calculating scales and ratios for the solar system and research, 
collate & create graphs for data about the planets  
 
3. Night & Day and the Shadow Ally. Can you design and implement some shadow investigations that will prove the 
movement of the Earth? Note whether shadow clocks or sundials tell us the time more accurately (Exploring, Problem 
solving, Pattern seeking, Fair testing, Observing over time) 
Year 5 – Carry out shadow investigations that help support the idea that the Earth moves on its axis 
Year 6 – Plan and carry out shadow investigations that help support the idea that the Earth moves on its axis, noting 
variables  
Years 5&6 - Explore time zones and relate this to the movement of the Earth and use logic and knowledge to solve scientific 
problems 
 
4.  A Moon Month. Can you design and implement some investigations that will help prove the movement of the moon 
around the Earth? Find out about this fascinating satellite and identify the ways in which this might help Galileo. (Problem 
solving, Exploring, Analysing secondary sources) 
Year 5 – Label key features of the moon and carry out a simulation to demonstrate the moon’s changing appearance  
Year 6 - Suggest and carry out a simulation to demonstrate the moon’s changing appearance then research the 
relationship between the moon and the Earth’s tides  
Years 5&6 - Match lunar phases to relative positions of the Moon, Sun and Earth  
 
5. Seasonal Sensations. Explore seasons around the world and analyse data to help show the movement of the Earth around 
the sun. Can you design and implement some seasonal modelling that will demonstrate the role of the Earth’s tilt and 
movement around the sun in the creation of seasons? (Problem solving, Exploring, Analysing secondary sources) 
Year 5 - Use data to make seasonal observations  
Year 6 - Analyse data to explain seasonal changes to day length, and link to the Earth’s tilt & solar orbit 
Years 5&6 - Explore time zones and relate these to the movement of the Earth, solving time problems 
 
6. Entering The Inquisition. It’s time to send your evidence to Galileo for use at the inquisition. Will you have done enough to 
secure his freedom, or will he end up in a heliocentric hopelessness? (Problem solving, Analysing secondary sources) 
Year 5 - Collate findings from the block and identify scientific evidence that back them up  
Year 6 - Argue why Galileo’s findings should be accepted, based on scientific evidence explored through the block 
Years 5&6 - Create an A2 poster that presents findings and arguments for a heliocentric solar system  
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Spring 1B – Forces 

(5/6F) 

Welcome to Force-

Land 

A new theme park is in the 

planning process and you 

have been selected to join 

the development team. 

Explore a range of forces 

and mechanisms, and see 

if you can incorporate 

them into a number of 

theme park rides. 

 

Forces 

i Explain that unsupported objects fall towards the 
Earth because of the force of gravity acting 
between the Earth and the falling object 

ii Identify the effects of air resistance, water 
resistance and friction, that act between moving 
surfaces 

iii Recognise that some mechanisms, including levers, 
pulleys and gears, allow a smaller force to have a 
greater effect 

 
Working scientifically 

i. Plan different types of scientific enquiries to 
answer questions, including recognising and 
controlling variables where necessary 

ii. Take measurements, using a range of scientific 
equipment, with increasing accuracy and precision, 
taking repeat readings when appropriate 

iii. Record results using scientific diagrams and labels 
iv. Use test results to make predictions to set up 

further comparative and fair tests 
v. Report and present findings from enquiries, 

including conclusions, causal relationships and 
explanations of and degree of trust in results, in 
oral and written forms such as displays and other 
presentations 
 

1. Bungee Jump Ride: gravity and balanced forces. Force-land needs you to undertake basic forces training so that you can 
advise on each of its new force-based rides. Today’s challenge is to explore a bungee ride and gravity’s important (and 
possibly dangerous!) role. (Exploring, Problem solving, Fair testing) 
Years 5&6 - Identify and label gravity and resistance forces, identifying balanced and unbalanced forces  
Years 5&6 - Plan and carry out an investigation into the forces at play in a bungee jump (Y5 – with support & Y6 - ind) 
Years 5&6 - Select (Y5) or compose (Y6) guidance for H&S on a bungee jump, based on investigation findings  
 
2. Rolling Car Ride: friction. Explore the science of a rolling car ride and make recommendations for the right kind of surface – 
fast enough for some fun, but not so fast that that it scares the visitors away. (Exploring, Problem solving, Pattern seeking, 
Fair testing) 
Years 5&6 - Investigate the effect of ground friction on the force needed to move a rolling car, taking accurate 
measurements and recording data effectively(Y5 - with support & Y6 –ind) 
Years 5&6 - Recommend a ground covering that creates the right level of friction for the safe (but fun) movement of a 
rolling car on a ride  
Year 6 - Draw a diagram showing how forces act on a rolling car  
 
3. Parachute Ride: air resistance. Decide which parachute is best - your team needs to work out the best material, size of 
parachute and length of strings for the ride. (Exploring, Problem solving, Pattern seeking, Fair testing) 
Years 5&6 - Set up and carry out a guided parachute investigation exploring shape, size and string length  
Years 5&6 - Calculate the area of the parachute and its scaled up speed  
Years 5&6 - Recommend parachute material, size and string length in the form of a diagram & record sheet  
 
4. Canyon Ride: water resistance. Select the best boat and type of water for a canyon ride that runs safely without sinking 
and with the least resistance. (Exploring, Problem solving, Pattern seeking, Fair testing) 
Years 5&6 - Investigate and suggest which shape of boat is best to beat the water resistance of a canyon ride river 
Years 5&6 - Investigate the impact of salt and fresh water on water resistance  
Years 5&6 - Draw diagrams showing the effect of water and air resistance  
 
5. Lift an ‘Elephant’ Ride: levers and pulleys. The management wants a ride that uses levers and pulleys but doesn’t know the 
science of how to use them. Look at the various options and come up with some key patterns and explanations. (Exploring, 
Problem solving, Pattern seeking, Fair testing) 
Years 5&6 - Complete a lever investigation, noting how the position of the fulcrum impacts on its effectiveness  
Years 5&6 - Complete a pulley investigation noting the correlation between effort required & the number of pulleys  
Years 5&6 - Draw diagrams showing the forces, loads, weights and efforts for levers and pulleys  
 
6. Ferris Wheel: gears. The management wants a Ferris wheel ride that uses gears. Explore the options and note which gear 
ratios will keep the wheel moving at just the right speed. (Exploring, Problem solving, Pattern seeking, Fair testing) 
Year 5 - Investigate how gears work, identify gear ratios and select possible outcomes from given gear ratios  
Year 6 - Investigate how gears work, calculate some gear ratios and suggest possible outcomes from given gear ratios  
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Spring 2B – Living 

Things and their 

Habitats (5/6LvH) 

The Classification 

Code 

Explore the world of 

classification and 

release the next part of 

your classification code 

with each new 

challenge. As you 

become more expert 

you will move closer to 

cracking the code and 

discovering an 

interesting fact from 

the world of 

classification. Meet 

Linnaeus’ along the way 

and identify a range of 

living things right on 

your back door as well 

as exploring creatures 

further afield. Your 

challenge culminates in 

the design of your own 

new creatures that fit 

within the classification 

system. 

Living Things and their Habitats 

i. Describe how living things are classified into broad 
groups according to common observable 
characteristics and based on similarities and 
differences, including microorganisms, plants and 
animals 

ii. Give reasons for classifying plants and animals 
based on specific characteristics 

 
Working scientifically 

i. Plan different types of scientific enquiries to 
answer questions, including recognising and 
controlling variables where necessary 

ii. Record results using scientific diagrams and labels 
iii. Report and present findings from enquiries, 

including conclusions, causal relationships and 
explanations of and degree of trust in results, in 
oral and written forms such as displays and other 
presentations 

iv. Identify scientific evidence that has been used to 
support or refute ideas or arguments 

1. Finding Linnaeus. Meet the father of classification and have a look at his classic system still used today. Explore 
classification routes and make your own game of classification ‘pairs’. (Exploring, Problem solving, Classifying and 
identifying) 
Years 5&6 - Meet Linnaeus and learn about his classification system  
Years 5&6 - Create (Y6) and explore (Y5) classification routes for given living things, identifying relatedness  
 
2. Odd One Out. Spot the ‘odd one out’ then have a go at using branching classification keys to see if you can unlock the 
subtle differences between certain plants and animals. (Exploring, Problem solving, Pattern seeking, Analysing secondary 
sources, Classifying and identifying) 
Years 5&6 - Note and identify similarities and differences between animals, micro-organisms and plants  
Years 5&6 - Group animals and plants into broad groups then sub groups according to observable features (Y5 – with 
support & Y6 - independently) 
 
3. The Sweetness of Classification. Develop your own feature-led sweets classification system then apply your classification 
knowledge and skills as you start creating more challenging zoological classification keys. (Exploring, Problem solving, 
Classifying and identifying) 
Years 5&6 - Create a feature-led sweet classification system  
Year 5 - Design and test out a classification key for birds 
Year 6 - Design and test out a classification key for bees or butterflies  
 
4. Classification in your Back Yard. Put your classification skills to work: collect, record, classify and name some of the 
botanical beauties found on your doorstep. (Exploring, Problem solving, Pattern seeking, Classifying and identifying) 
Years 5&6 - Observe and record features and names of leaves found in the local environment 
Years 5&6 - Design, make and test classification keys to classify leaves found in the local environment  
 
5. Quirky Creatures. The world is awash with unusual creatures, plants and organisms that need to be classified. Your 
studying is entering its advanced stages now and you need to show application of your skills. (Exploring, Analysing secondary 
sources, Classifying and identifying) 
Years 5&6 - Write scientific descriptions of unusual living things from around the world  
Years 5&6 - Classify unusual living things using their descriptions and online research  
 
6. New Creature Features. Apply your classification skills and develop further your drawing skills as you design your own ‘new’ 
creatures to fit into the Animalia classification system. (Problem solving, Classifying and identifying) 
Years 5&6 - Design, describe, name and sketch a new creature that sits within a known classification route 
Years 5&6 - Attempt to identify where ‘new’ creatures sit within the Animalia classification system 
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Summer 1B – 

Evolution and 

Inheritance (5/6EI) 

Survival of the Fittest 

Take part in a series of 

challenges and explore 

which living things have 

survived in the game of 

life, evolving to keep 

one step ahead of the 

game. You will need to 

have your evolutionary 

wits about you and a 

keen eye for the 

survival of the fittest. 

Meet some 

evolutionary 

revolutionaries and use 

their approach to write 

your own Just So story. 

 

Evolution and Inheritance 
iii. Recognise that living things have changed over 

time and that fossils provide information about 
living things that inhabited the Earth millions of 
years ago 

iv. Recognise that living things produce offspring of 
the same kind, but normally offspring vary and are 
not identical to their parents 

v. Identify how animals and plants are adapted to 
suit their environment in different ways and that 
adaptation may lead to evolution 

 
Working scientifically 

i. Reporting and presenting findings from enquiries, 
including conclusions, causal relationships and 
explanations of and degree of trust in results, in 
oral and written forms such as displays and other 
presentations 

ii. Identifying scientific evidence that has been used 
to support or refute ideas or arguments 

1. Inheritance Detective. Play inheritance detective and identify inherited and environmental characteristics. Score survival 
points by identifying examples of variation through the creation of your very own dog Top Trumps™ cards. (Exploring, 
Analysing secondary sources) 
Years 5&6 - Play class Guess Who and note characteristics that are inherited, noting variation 
Years 5&6 - Create dog breed Top Trumps™ cards, noting variation across breeds   
Years 5&6 - Use observed characteristics and simple dominant and recessive genes (Y6) model to’ breed’ dogs 
 
2. Mutations and Adaptations. Take a look at mutations and how adaptation can prove useful in the real game of survival. 
Meet the man behind the theory of natural selection and play the variation game. (Exploring, Problem solving, Pattern 
seeking, Analysing secondary sources) 
Years 5&6 - Research variation across a range of animals and plants  
Year 5 - Note animal & plant adaptations and select advantages or disadvantages of certain characteristics  
Year 6 - Identify animal & plant adaptations & suggest advantages or disadvantages of certain characteristics  
 
3. Extreme Survival. Decide which creatures will survive in a range of environments and biomes. Can you score more survival 
points through your own living thing ‘survivor’ designs? (Exploring, Problem solving, Pattern seeking) 
Years 5&6 - Play ‘Extreme Survivor’ to see which creatures and plants survive in given environments 
Years 5&6 - Design an animal and a plant that should thrive and survive in a given environment  
Years 5&6 - Explain how animals and plants might be adapted to extreme environments  
Year 6 - Suggest the impact of a ‘new’ animal and plant on an extreme environments 
 
4. Meet the Evolutionary Pioneers. Meet Darwin, Anning and Wallace - the evolutionary dream team - and find out the 
scientific importance of their work and have a go a proving their theories. Play ‘fossil, what if’. (Analysing secondary sources) 
Years 5&6 - Research the life and work of Anning, Darwin or Wallace and share as a presentation  
Years 5&6 - Use given evidence to attempt to back up evolutionary ideas, presenting logical findings  
Years 5&6 - Play fossil ‘what if’, identifying possible challenges to scientific thinking  
 
5. Fossils and Evolutionary Trees. Create a biscuit cladogram and use your evolutionary expertise in the exploration of bird 
flight and animal cladograms. (Exploring, Problem solving, Pattern seeking, Analysing secondary sources) 
Years 5&6 - Complete online exploration of the evolution of flight in birds through the fossil record (Y5 –support & Y6 - 
ind) 
Years 5&6 - Create a cladogram using modern animals  
 
6. The Tale of the Giraffe’s Neck. How did the giraffe get a long neck and why does camel have a hump? Read some 
traditional folk tales to explain these features then find out the evolutionary facts behind the myths and write your own fact-
based versions. (Exploring, Analysing secondary sources) 
Years 5&6 - Write a ‘Just So’ story about a living creature and a distinguishing characteristic  
Years 5&6 - Explain scientifically how a given creature has evolved in terms of a specific characteristic  
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Summer 2B – 

Revision Block 

(5/6RB) 

Sensational Science 

Explore the more 

unexpected side to science 

and see how some things 

challenge our scientific 

expectations. Investigate 

some mind-blowing 

reactions, sensational 

space behaviour, fickle 

forces, crazy creature 

classifications, and some 

extraordinary evolution 

antics. Understand better 

how the scientific 

community develops 

theories and how some 

science debates will 

continue for a while to 

come. 

 

Revision Block 
i. Know that some materials will dissolve in liquid to 

form a solution, and describe how to recover a 
substance from a solution 

ii. Use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to 
decide how mixtures might be separated, including 
through filtering, sieving and evaporating 

iii. Demonstrate that dissolving, mixing and changes 
of state are reversible changes 

iv. Explain that some changes result in the formation 
of new materials, and that this kind of change is 
not usually reversible, including changes 
associated with burning and the action of acid on 
bicarbonate of soda 

v. Describe the movement of the Earth, and other 
planets, relative to the Sun in the solar system 

vi. Describe the movement of the Moon relative to 
the Earth 

vii. Describe the Sun, Earth and Moon as 
approximately spherical bodies 

viii. Use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to explain day 
and night and the apparent movement of the sun 
across the sky 

ix. Describe how living things are classified into broad 
groups according to common observable 
characteristics and based on similarities and 
differences, including microorganisms, plants and 
animals  

x. Give reasons for classifying plants and animals 
based on specific characteristics 

xi. Explain that unsupported objects fall towards the 
Earth because of the force of gravity acting 
between the Earth and the falling object 

xii. Identify the effects of air resistance, water 
resistance and friction, that act between moving 
surfaces 

xiii. Recognise that some mechanisms, including levers, 
pulleys and gears, allow a smaller force to have a 
greater effect 

 

1. Mind-blowing Mixtures. Explore the world of weird and wonderful combinations and reactions of solids and liquids. Try and 
make sense of the crazy results you encounter. (Exploring, Pattern seeking, Fair testing, Observing over time) 
Years 5&6 - Plan and carry out investigations to observe the reaction of given solids in given liquids or mixture  
Years 5&6 - Make and record observations, suggesting reasons for their observations  
Years 5&6 - Set up further investigations  
 
2. Sensational Space Behaviour. Explore some amazing discoveries from deepest darkest space and learn about how scientists 
are continuously discovering new and unexpected things. (Exploring, Analysing secondary sources) 
Years 5&6 - Create a timeline of knowledge development for some key areas of astronomy  
Years 5&6 - Complete research on specific space discoveries 
Years 5&6 - Note that scientific knowledge continues to evolve and that scientists don’t always agree 
 
3. Fickle Forces. Carry out some investigations and explore the reasons behind why sometimes forces do interesting things. 
(Exploring, Pattern seeking) 
Years 5&6 - Identify the forces behind a range of phenomena  
Years 5&6 - Carry out investigations into the ways that forces create unexpected effects  
Years 5&6 - Present findings in the form of an educational science demonstration  
 
4. Crazy Creature Classifications. Meet some living things that have gone against the grain when it comes to classification, 
and find out more about those things that have been re-classified. (Exploring, Analysing secondary sources, Classifying and 
identifying) 
Years 5&6 - Explore some scientifically challenging living things to classify 
Years 5&6 - Research living things that have been re-classified as scientific knowledge about them has developed 
 
5. Extraordinary Evolution Antics. Delve deeper into the wonders of evolution and explore how humans and other living things 
have adapted to extreme environments. Explore the notion of extinction and its scientific implications. (Exploring, Pattern 
seeking, Analysing secondary sources) 
Years 5&6 - Research creatures and plants that demonstrate extreme evolution, identifying key adaptations  
Years 5&6 - Identify the influence of inheritance and environmental factors on humans living in extreme environments  
 
6. Scientific Disputes. Explore some scientific disputes and appreciate how scientific theory evolves as knowledge develops. 
Learn to challenge the laws of science. (Exploring, Analysing secondary sources) 
Years 5&6 - Research and analyse the range of evidence for disputed concepts within the scientific community 
Years 5&6 - Take and summarise a scientific stance on a current unresolved scientific issue based on evidence available 
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 xiv. Recognise that living things have changed over 
time and that fossils provide information about 
living things that inhabited the Earth millions of 
years ago 

xv. Recognise that living things produce offspring of 
the same kind, but normally offspring vary and are 
not identical to their parents 

xvi. Identify how animals and plants are adapted to 
suit their environment in different ways and that 
adaptation may lead to evolution 

 
Working scientifically 

i. Planning different types of scientific enquiries to 
answer questions, including recognising and 
controlling variables where necessary 

ii. Taking measurements, using a range of scientific 
equipment, with increasing accuracy and precision, 
taking repeat readings when appropriate 

iii. Recording data and results of increasing 
complexity using scientific diagrams and labels, 
classification keys, tables, scatter graphs, bar and 
line graphs 

iv. Using test results to make predictions to set up 
further comparative and fair tests 

v. Reporting and presenting findings from enquiries, 
including conclusions, causal relationships and 
explanations of and degree of trust in results, in 
oral and written forms such as displays and other 
presentations 

vi. Identifying scientific evidence that has been used 
to support or refute ideas or arguments 

 

 


